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Welcome

Lawford Engineering is pleased to provide you with the first

of our regular Newsletters to keep clubs and greenkeepers

up to date with the latest information on our ever growing

range of innovative products and services.

Ditch Walls continue to be the mainstay of our business and

we pride ourselves in the quality product that is produced.

We offer a full advisory service to ensure clubs get the best

result for the refurbishments or new installations.

The Ditch Walls can be fitted with rubber or the highest

quality synthetic carpet to protect the bowls, or for the

ultimate protection we recommend using both.

When coupled with our metal plinth and unique rounded

plinth corners an excellent overall finish is achieved. Ditches

are made from 40mpa concrete, meet World Bowls

Standards and angled to all but eliminate rebound.

We have supplied and installed the ditches in every state in

Australia and have even shipped to New Zealand.

Ditch Walls



Ditch Scraper
Our new ditch scraper will provide

you with a perfect finish to your sand

filled ditches.

The innovative design is adjustable to

suit all regulation ditches in both

height and width.

The scraper both rakes and levels and

will achieve the desired result with

minimal effort and time.

The scraper weighs only 7kgs and can

be easily freighted direct to your club.

Rink Numbers & Markers
 

Our Rink Markers and Numbers are

produced to last and are

manufactured using high grade

stainless steel, aluminium and

specially manufactured UV stabilised

PVC.

The stainless steel spring and tapered

pin ensure that the numbers and

markers stay straight and eliminate

any issues with varied hole sizes.

Visit our online shop for further

details and pricing.



Website & Online Shop
Lawford Engineering's website

provides a wealth of information

on our full product range.

We have added an online shop to

the site to enable easy

purchasing of our range of green

accessories and equipment.

Visit

www.lawfordenginering.com.au

or call Kim on 0429 845 346 for

further assistance.
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